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CHRIS SMITH'S FIRST FEATURELENGTH FILM, THE 1996 AMERICAN JOB, TAKES A
DISTURBINGLY SILENT LOOK AT ONE MIDWESTERNER'S SEARCH FOR DECENT
EMPLOYMENT. USING A "JUSTTHEFACTS" APPROACH, SMITH PRESENTS THE HUMBLE
PROTAGONIST RANDY AS HE GOES FROM INTERVIEW TO LUNCH BREAK TO LONELY
APARTMENT AND FINALLY TO THE NEXT JOB, DESCENDING THROUGH THE JOB MARKET
FROM FACTORY WORKER TO TELEMARKETER. HUMOR, IRONY, AND WIT ABOUND IN THE
OTHERWISE BLEAK LANDSCAPE AS RANDY ATTEMPTS THE IMPOSSIBLE: TO KEEP HIS SOUL
WHILE KEEPING HIS CRAPPY JOB. AMERICAN JOB RECEIVED CRTITICAL ACCLAIM AT THE
SUNDANCE FILM FESTIVAL LAST FEBRUARY. I RECENTLY DROVE TO MILWAUKEE TO
INTERVIEW SMITH ABOUT LIFE, ART, FILM, THE PURSUIT OF THE AMERICAN DREAM, AND
HIS NEXT PROJECT: A DOCUMENTARY CALLED THE MAKING OF NORTHWESTERN.
LAURA OWENS: What were your first films like?
CHRIS SMITH: Videos that we made in high school. I worked with Scott and Tyson Reeder, Eric
Lezotte, and a bunch of people from where I grew up in Okemas, Michigan. When I met them they were
making videos that didn't make any sense or actually made total sense in a strange way. We spent
summers making videos.
LO: In a cooperative effort?
CS: There was never anybody in charge, and everybody had input. I started shooting the films because
I was the worst actor.
LO: Do you think your current style was influenced by those early videos?
CS: I would say almost entirely. The style and subject matter of what I am doing now was developed by
this group of highschool friends. They were making songs, movies, paintings, walking around in the
woods making adventures. Learning that everyone out there actually doing film isn't necessarily any
smarter than me eventually allowed me to say, "I could get a 16millimeter camera instead of a super

eight camera" and "I made a tenminute film, now I'll just make a 90minute film." We never tried to show
work to people outside the group, so no one was ever put down and there was nothing intimidating to
keep you from making something.
LO: Your first film, American Job, is set in the Midwest and follows a very tall, pasty, blank
midwesterner named Randy through a downward spiral of $4.25anhour jobs, from factory to fast food to
telemarketing. When I saw it at the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) with my friend Ruth, who had been
looking for a job earlier that day, we had been talking about how much she was dreading the job search.
When we were watching the film it was both incredibly funny and extremely painful. I instantly identified
with the film for three reasons: I know those jobs; I grew up in Norwalk, Ohio, not too far from where the
film was shot; and you and I are the same age, 26.
CS: It is a Midwest experience. Anybody who has had the experience can identify with the film. It is
surprising to me, though, how many people identify but don't want to. I heard one point/counterpoint
argument questioning whether or not it was entertainment. I didn't realize how strange people thought it
was until it was finished. When I finally stepped back from the film, I realized it might be very inaccessible.
But when I was making it, I thought it would be something everyone would relate to and enjoy. Most
people have worked those jobs, and I thought it was some way to address a grim situation that would
bring up the subject and help people to talk about it. After I screen the film people always come up and tell
me equally unbelievable job stories.
LO: All of the decisions in American Job seem motivated by aesthetic, emotional, or humorous reasons,
as opposed to your wanting to prove a point or be intentionally thoughtprovoking.
CS: I did go entirely on instinct.
LO: It felt like the decisions were determined by what you would want to see in a film and what wasn't
shown in all those '80s teen flicks like Fast Times at Ridgemont High or Valley Girl. When the main
character, Randy, is interviewed by the factory manager and the fastfood manager, those characters
seem so authentic. That was definitely something I had never seen in a film.
CS: We did try to show all the parts a normal film would avoid, all the parts in between.
LO: What's happening now with American Job?
CS: It just got picked up by Independent Film Channel/Bravo and it's going to tour the United States
with three other films. It is booked for ten cities on the East Coast and in the Midwest and all the directors
are touring with the films. After that we are hoping to go to college and art theaters in the spring. The films
will be on the Independent Film Channel/Bravo next year and then distributed on video.
LO: Will you continue to be based in Milwaukee, as opposed to moving to Los Angeles, a.k.a.
Hollywood?
CS: All the material I am drawing on and the stories I want to tell are from my experiences and the
people I have met in the Midwest. I really enjoy living here and I am trying to continue working with
friends. If we moved to L.A. we would be trying to sell the next script, hiring a crew, and trying to make a
movie that can be sold.
LO: Can you describe your working process? It seems to me to be in between an Andy Warhol and a
Mike Leigh approach.
CS: There is a group of us who came up with this, I don't know what you would call it ... spirit, maybe.
Highschool and college friends, and people from Milwaukee, we are just always bouncing ideas off one
another. When we were working on American Job everyone added ideas, the environment was so open
and nonauthoritative everyone felt comfortable saying, "What if we do it this way?" It was the openness

that allowed the film to work. We only had a script for about half of the film (which was never wordfor
word anyway). If, while we were filming, someone said something interesting, we would pause and try to
see where we could go from there. We had a map which allowed us to do a lot of improvising.
LO: Do you have an aversion to actors?
CS: I have an aversion to bad actors.
LO: At the same time, you pick nonactors for your movies so perfectly.
CS: In American Job, we had only one professional actor in the entire film; he was in the last scene.
And, he ended up being the only person we cut out of the film. When I was casting American Job, it was
just meeting someone in a grocery store and getting their phone number, then six months later they are
on the screen at Sundance.
LO: There are so many great documentaries being made, like Crumb or When We Were Kings, and at
the same time there are all these narratives that are using documentary styles. You seem to have an
interest in blurring the lines. Your next film is actually a documentary, The Making of Northwestern.
CS: It is surprising how similar the process is between the two. When I made American Job, which is a
"narrative," it was amazing how much it tended toward documentary, and now that I have finished
shooting a documentary, it is amazing how it is so similar to narrative.
LO: Is the distinction merely in the different film ratios? You mentioned you had almost a 50toone ratio
(footage shottoused) for The Making of Northwestern.
CS: And we had fourtoone for American Job. But I didn't start Northwestern because I wanted to
make a documentary. It was a film that presented itself and had to be made. It's about a very determined
filmmaker in Milwaukee who is trying to make his first feature film. It is an alternate look at independent
filmmaking: the subindependents, people working out of their basements and spending $25,000. The real
impetus for making the film is that I met Mark Borchardt, who I found incredibly interesting,
compassionate, and compelling. That led me to make this film, which is about Mark making his film
Northwestern. So it is about someone pursuing the American Dream.
LO: I get the feeling there is a bit of mirroring between you and Mark. Even though Mark has his self
destructive side, he is driven by a crazed sense of optimism that reminds me of how you were talking
about your friends from high school.
CS: He is so nice and caring and enthusiastic about helping people, and then I feel slightly jaded. I
definitely see a lot of me in Mark. It's familiar terrain, and making the film has been somehow cathartic. He
is working under almost the exact same circumstances as I was, editing where we edited, working the
same hours, sleeping in the film department, working with two or three people, and nobody really cares.
The real strength of the story lies in Mark, his family and friends, where he has been and where he is
trying to go.
LO: When I saw your film at MoMA, I heard a rumor it was going to be in the Whitney Biennial. What is
your connection to the art world?
CS: We started at MoMA, then we got kicked out of the art world. I started out at art school, but I didn't
like the isolation of working on a painting by myself. As far as the art world, I don't know enough about it
to really comment. What I do know about experimental art film I don't really like. My films are always
based in comedy; that makes them accessible to anybody. I have always wanted my audience to be more
than just artists. I like Michael Moore's approach of mixing politics with humor.
LO: Are you a filmaholic, checking out videos every day?
CS: I only recently got a T.V. and VCR. I watch a little, but I am just too busy shooting.

LO: So you're not a film expert like Quentin Tarantino.
CS: No, I know very little. American Job has been compared to so many filmmakers who I have no
knowledge of, or idea of what they've done. I know who Godard and Truffaut are, but I have never seen
any of their films.
LO: Scott Reeder was telling me you had an idea for a script where a comet was about to hit the earth
and he told you, "Dude, it's called Asteroid!! And it came out last week."
CS: Yeah, well it happens. Its hard not to think of those script ideas. I thought it was pretty good,
somebody just beat us to it. We weren't that far off!
LO: Any big plans for the future?
CS: Although I have been really happy with the way things are going, realistically we are more in debt
than we have ever been and we have 230 rolls of undeveloped film for the documentary. But, now that
the documentary is wrapping up, we are probably going to shoot a new feature later this summer. I have
so many unfinished projects ... I have always had this idea of trying to start a town. If we are all still friends
after a few more movies I think it would be fun to pick some place, maybe in the Midwest ...
LO: Kind of like the antimovie studio. At Paramount all the architecture is made to look like a small
town.
CS: Well, it wouldn't be based on movies.
LO: No, but the idea to actually have a real town is 180 degrees from the Hollywood model.
CS: I guess my ideas come from how my life changed so much for the better when I met this group of
people, and I thought if we could just start this place where we are all together, then other people could
come visit this town on their way across the country. And maybe visitors would get some of the same
feelings that I had when I first met my friends.
LO: If someone didn't know you, that might sound a little Hippieish.
CS: Definitely not; this place would be based on capitalism.
LO: So the hotels would be expensive?
CS: It would cost just as much as Disney World, and hopefully it would be just as entertaining. I always
thought we could make films and they would only show in the town. All the T.V., radio, and video would
be made there also.
LO: Now it sounds like a militia movement.
CS: [laughing] It sounds like a cult.
LO: I think it's the Midwest sense of humorcaustic yet positive.
CS: Critical yet optimistic.
Added material
LAURA OWENS is a painter living in Los Angeles.
Cast members of Northwestern with director Mark Borchardt standing in back.
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